
Processing Supervisor

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

To secure a challenging position where  educational background, management experience, 
teamed with a strong work ethic can allow to become a part of a growing innovative company.

Skills

Lean Manufacturing, Continuous Improvement, Accounting.

Work Experience

Processing Supervisor
ABC Corporation  May 1996 – January 1998 
 Supervision of the Processing department, the most time-consuming aspect of the loan 

process.
 Training Processors in following procedures to ensure a loan package is complete, Preparing 

the loan file for presentation to the FHA investors.
 Complete a loan package that was not obtained at the completion of the initial Working with 

HUD to obtain FHA case numbers.
 Ordering and reviewing a full factual credit report from the three major credit report bureaus 

blended onto a single report and verifying all balances.
 Ordering and reviewing, VOE, VOD, bank statements, appraisals, purchase contracts, escrow 

instructions, and preliminary title reports.
 Working with loan officers, underwriters, potential borrowers, closers title agents to obtain all 

documentation and coordination of loan moving quickly.
 Responsible for ensuring all collateral banking packages are collated and sent to the 

warehouse.

Processing Supervisor
ABC Corporation  1993 – 1996 
 Managed approximately 80 employees including 4 leads in debone conelines, debone 

packout, and thigh debone departments.
 Met agressive production and safety goals while minimizing equipment downtime Conducted 

safety meetings.
 Created daily production and shipping reports.
 Monitored utilization of staff resources and migrated workers to key areas to optimize 

production.
 Reported any equipment or staffing issues to upper management.
 Verified work hours using Kronos time system and kept up with vacation and attendance 

records.
 Assisted HR in resolving personnel issues..

Education
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MBA - 1982(SAM HOUSTON STATE UNIVERSITY - Huntsville, TX)
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